Stereoelectronic factors in the interaction with DNA of small aromatic molecules substituted with a short cationic chain: importance of the polarity of the aromatic system of the molecule.
We have performed a quantitative analysis of the interaction with DNA of several unfused aromatic compounds synthesized in our laboratory and substituted with one or two short cationic chains. These and similar literature compounds, for which DNA binding data are available, bind with DNA by partial intercalation of the aromatic system, groove interaction of the linker chain, and groove electrostatic interactions of the terminal cationic group. Several independent quantitative and qualitative approaches show consistently that the strength of the interaction of the aromatic unit of the molecule with DNA binding sites depends on the direction and magnitude of polarity of the aromatic system. The phenomenon is explained in terms of the greatest negative potential in the DNA grooves, a concept extensively elaborated by Pullman and Pullman [cf. Lavery, R. and Pullman, B. [(1985) J. Biomol. Struct. Dyn. 2, 1021-1032] and references therein]. Classical, fused-ring planar intercalators do not follow the polarity-DNA affinity correlation, presumably because the intercalative forces depend more strongly on polarizability than on polarity of the aromatic system.